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PRICING
MANAGEMENT

WGS for NetSuite is built specifically for Gas and Welding Supply Distributors by 
extending the world’s #1 cloud-based business software suite - NetSuite. Get the 
scalability, accessibility, and flexibility of NetSuite without compromising on the 
unique features needed to support your business.

Key Benefits

Highlighted Features
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Handle exceptions with layered pricing rules that allow 
specific pricing down to the item level with fall-back 
rules up to the category, vendor, or standard price tier

Maintain flexibility with branch-specific and 
customer-specific pricing for cylinders and 
hard goods

Set customer price tiers by branch, category, 
or item

Price how you want - by level, increase from cost, 
gross margin, or fixed amount

Manage price changes with automated tools 
that include approval routings, automatic 
effective dates, and full change logs

Define changes by item or category and 
have them apply across the board

Exempt specific customers from new pricing

Easily apply new prices globally, while 
respecting existing customer-specific 
and item-specific price rules

Use Service Agreements to automatically 
freeze customer pricing for periods of time
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Contact us for more info about WGS for 
NetSuite or to schedule a free demo.

Powerful Pricing Management Tools

Schedule A Free Demo

Need to make 
Updates?

Update item or category 
pricing in a single place, 
and have changes applied 
system-wide. Control pricing 
changes with automatic 
change logs and customized 
approval tools. 

Take Control of 
Pricing

Set prices by level, gross 
margin, or fixed amounts, 
then add customer-specific 
price tiers by branch, 
category, or item. WGS for 
NetSuite ensures that you 
can set the price you want, 
rather than the price your 
system forces you to choose.

https://solution-source.net/contact/

